
YOUTH AND FAMILY

LOCAL NEWS (MY NEWS AT 7)

Lullaby Saved (aired 10/28/2016 @ 12:00 am, 2:00 minutes) – A St. George 
turned to social media to save a lullaby his wife sang to their unborn son. His wife 
passed away during child birth, and the man wanted his son to hear his mother 
sing. Thanks to users on Reddit, the lullaby was saved in a format that the man 
could play it forever. The viewer learned how a stranger came to the rescue of a 
father and his son, thanks to social media.

Aquarium Controversy (aired 10/25/2016 @ 12:00 am, 2:00 minutes) – As a 
new aquarium in Davis County prepares to open its doors, some controversy has 
come to light. A business owner’s relative has been in trouble for illegally 
obtaining animals. Despite the shady dealings in the past by co-worker’s brother, 
SeaQuest Aquarium says they have nothing to hide and they’re prepared to open 
as planned in a month. The viewer learns about a family attraction that is opening 
its doors and the controversy surrounding its opening.

Troops Come Home (aired 11/19/2016 @ 12:00 am, 2:00 minutes) – Dozens of 
soldiers from the Utah National Guard is arriving back home tonight after an 11-
month deployment to Iraq. They are members of detachment-two with the 101st 
airborne division. The provided intelligence support to the joint task force in Iraq. 
The viewer got to see the excitement on families faces when their loved ones 
were reunited with them.

Toys for Kids (aired 11/30/2016 @ 12:00 am, 2:00 minutes) – Two Southern 
Utah women are working to bring Christmas to kids this Holiday season. With 
sanders and drills, the two women create toys for children whose families can’t 
afford gifts. Holidays can be a tough time for some families, but the women use 
their carpentry skills to bring joy to children. The viewer learns about people 
helping other people this holiday season.

Stained Glass Display (aired 11/19/2016 @ 12:00 am, 2:00 minutes) – An artist 
unveiled a display at Utah Valley University. The display was like non other 
across the globe. It involved 80 separate windows of stain glass that took years 



to complete. The viewer got to see the final product of the window display that 
2News had followed along the way.

Food Bank Donations (aired 11/25/2016 @ 12:00 am, 2:00 minutes) – There 
are several supplies that food banks desperately need things that you may not be 
aware of. People often think of canned goods and other non-perishable food. 
Officials say they also need hygiene products, baby supplies, even deodorant 
can make a big difference. The viewer learns that if they are making donations to 
food banks this year, what things are needed more than the basic items that are 
often donated.

4 Kids in 24 Hours (aired 12/10/2016 @ 12:00 am, 2:00 minutes) – A 
Farmington family adopted 4 kids in less than 24 hours. They are now the proud 
parents of a 2-year-old, a 1-year-old, and twin 11-month-olds. Jeremy and Kaley 
Carling had been trying to have kids for four years. When fertility didn’t work they 
decided to try fostering. Then all at once two sisters they were fostering came up 
for adoption, and twins they were trying to adopt came through. The viewer 
learns the heart-warming story of a family trying to have kids that got an instant 
family of six through adoption. 

Disney in Utah (aired 12/14/2016 @ 12:00 am, 2:00 minutes) – For the first time 
in more than a decade, Utah has a major television series filming in the state. 
Disney Channel is wrapping up the first season of a brand new show. The viewer 
hears from a young actor starring in the show, her experience in Utah and what 
she hopes will happen in the show.


